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Abstract. Nowadays, designers of Virtual Reality (VR) applications are faced 
with the choice of a large number of different input and output devices leading 
to a growing number of interaction techniques. Usually VR interaction tech-
niques are described informally, based on the actions users can perform within 
the VR environment. At implementation time, such informal descriptions (made 
at design time) yield to ambiguous interpretations by the developers. In addi-
tion, informal descriptions make it difficult to foresee the impact throughout the 
application of a modification of the interaction techniques. This paper discusses 
the advantages of using a formal description technique (called ICO) to model 
interaction techniques and dialogues for VR applications. This notation is pre-
sented via a case study featuring an immersive VR application. The case study 
is then used to show, through analysis of models, how the formal notation can 
help to ensure the usability, reliability and efficiency of virtual reality systems. 

1   Introduction 

Virtual reality (VR) applications feature specificities compared to classical WIMP 
(Window, Icon, Menu and Pointers) interactive systems. WIMP interfaces may be 
considered as static (as the number of interactive widgets is usually known before-
hand). Besides, they provide users with simple interaction techniques based on the use 
of the keyboard and/or the mouse, and the events produced (click, double click, etc.) 
are easy to manage. On the contrary, VR systems are based on 3D representations 
with complex interaction techniques (usually multimodal) where inputs and outputs 
can be very complex to manage due to the number of potential devices (data gloves, 
eye trackers, 3D mouse or trackball, force-feedback devices, stereovision, etc.). De-
signing or implementing VR applications require to address several issues like im-
mersion, 3D visualisation, handling of multiple input and output devices, complex 
dialogue design, etc.  

As for multimodal applications, when implementing VR applications, developers 
usually have to address hard to tackle issues such as parallelism of actions, actions 
sequencing or synchronization, fusion of information gathered from different input 
devices, combination or separation of information (fission mechanism) to be directed 
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to different devices. These issues make modelling and implementation of VR systems 
very complex mainly because it is difficult to describe and model how such different 
input events are connect to the application [21].  

Many reports in the literature are devoted to invent new interaction techniques or 
describe software and hardware settings used in specific applications, most of them 
presenting also user studies for experimental evaluation. Empirical evaluation of in-
teraction techniques for VR and 3D applications has been addressed recently [6, 7] as 
well as more general approaches addressing the usability of VR and multimodal inter-
faces [16, 18, 23]. Usually, interaction techniques for VR applications are described 
informally sequentially presenting the actions the users can perform within the VR 
environment and their results in terms of triggered events and modifications of objects 
appearance and/or location. Such informal descriptions make it difficult finding simi-
larities between different techniques and often result in some basic techniques being 
“re-invented” [21]. Moreover, informal descriptions (due to their incomplete and 
ambiguous aspect) leave design choices to the developers resulting in undesired be-
haviour of the application or even unusable and inconsistent interaction techniques.  

The growing number of devices available makes the design space of interaction 
techniques very large. The use of models has been proved to be an effective support 
for the development of interactive systems helping designers to decompose complex 
applications in smaller manageable parts. Formalisms have been used for the model-
ling of conventional interaction techniques [3, 8, 10, 15], and the benefits of using 
them for simulation and prototyping are well known [9].  

Following the ARCH terminology, this paper presents the modelling of the dia-
logue part of VR applications and its relationship with the multimodal interaction of 
the presentation part. The modelling and implementation of the rendering techniques 
themselves are beyond the scope of this paper. 

This paper aims at showing the benefits from using the ICO formalism to model in-
teraction in virtual environments. It presents with details the impact of changing input 
devices and/or interaction techniques, detecting similarities and dissimilarities in the 
behaviours, and to allow measurements of the effects of these dissimilarities in the 
prediction of user performance. Both the interaction techniques and the dialogue part 
of the application are modelled using the ICO formalism [3], a formalism which was 
recently extended to support the modelling of multimodal and virtual reality applica-
tions. The case study shows the use of this formal notation for modelling a manipula-
tion technique in an immersive virtual environment based on a chess game to allow a 
deeper discussion of formal notation advantages in the light of quantitative results 
obtained from experimental evaluation [16]. Such kind of application has also been 
used for customizing heuristic evaluation techniques for VR environments [1]. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 informally presents the ICO formal-
ism. The aim of that section is to present the basics of the formalism in order to allow 
the reader to understand the models presented in Section 4. We also emphasize the 
extension made on the ICO formalism in order to make it suitable for modelling inter-
action techniques of VR applications. Section 3 briefly describes the Virtual Chess 
case study while Section 4 presents its formal modelling using extended ICO. Section 
5 is dedicated to related work. 
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2   Informal Description of ICO 

The Interactive Cooperative Objects (ICO) formalism is a formal description tech-
nique designed to the specification, modelling and implementation of interactive sys-
tems [5]. It uses concepts borrowed from the object-oriented approach (i.e. dynamic 
instantiation, classification, encapsulation, inheritance, and client/server relationships) 
to describe the structural or static aspects of systems, and uses high-level Petri nets 
[12] to describe their dynamics or behavioural aspects.  

In the ICO formalism, an object is an entity featuring five components: a coopera-
tive object (CO), an available function, a presentation part and two functions (the 
activation function and the rendering function) that correspond to the link between the 
cooperative object and the presentation part. 

The Cooperative Object (CO) models the behaviour of an ICO. It states (by 
means of a high-level Petri net) how the object reacts to external stimuli according to 
its inner state. As the tokens can hold values (such as references to other objects in the 
system), the Petri model used in the ICO formalism is called a high-level Petri Net. A 
Cooperative Object offers two kinds of services. The first one is called system devices 
and concerns to services offered to other objects of the system, while the second, 
event services, is related to services offered to a user (producing events) or to other 
component in the system but only through event-based communication. The availabil-
ity of all the services in a CO (which depends on the internal state of the objects) is 
fully stated by the high-level Petri net. 

The presentation part describes the external appearance of the ICOs. It is a set of 
widgets embedded into a set of windows. Each widget can be used for interacting 
with the interactive system (user interaction -> system) and/or as a way to display 
information about the internal state of the object (system -> user interaction).  

The activation function (user inputs: user interaction -> system) links users’ ac-
tions on the presentation part (for instance, a click using a mouse on a button) to event 
services. 

The rendering function (system outputs: system -> user interaction) maintains the 
consistency between the internal state of the system and its external appearance by 
reflecting system states changes through functions calls. 

Additionally, an availability function is provided to link a service to its corre-
sponding transitions in the ICO, i.e., a service offered by an object will only be avail-
able if one of its related transitions in the Petri net is available. 

An ICO model is fully executable, which gives the possibility to prototype and test 
an application before it is fully implemented [4]. The models can also be validated 
using analysis and proof tools developed within the Petri nets community and ex-
tended in order to take into account the specifications of the Petri net dialect used in 
the ICO formal description technique.  

3   Informal Description of the Virtual Chess 

The Virtual Chess application is inspired on the traditional chess game. It was origi-
nally developed as a testing ground application to support user testing of the selection 
of 3D objects in VR environments using two interaction techniques (virtual hand and 
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ray casting) [16]. The Virtual Chess is composed by a chessboard with 64 squares 
(cells) and contains 32 chess pieces. The interaction includes the manipulation (select-
ing, moving, releasing) of chess pieces and the selection of the view mode (plan view 
or perspective view).  

The manipulation of pieces can be done either by using a classic mouse or a com-
bination of data glove and motion capture device. When using a mouse the selection 
is done by first clicking on the piece and then clicking on the target position (x, y). 
We can replace the mouse by the data glove 5DT1 and a motion captor2 as the ones 
presented in Fig. 1.a. This data glove has a rotation and orientation sensor and five 
flexion sensors for the fingers. In this case, the motion captor is used to give the 
pointer position (x, y, z) while the fingers flexion is used to recognize the user gesture 
(closing the hand is recognized as a selection, opening the hand after a successful 
selection is recognized as a release). The selection of the view mode is done by press-
ing the key 0 (for the top view) or key 1 (for the perspective view) on a classic key-
board. In addition to these input devices, a user can wear stereoscopic glasses (see 
Fig. 1.b) in order to have a stereo experience. Fig. 1.c provides the general scenario 
for the user physical interaction with devices. 

a)  b)  c)  

Fig. 1. Some of the devices employed: motion captor attached to a 5DT data glove (a); 3D 
stereoscopic glasses (b); scenario of user testing (c) 

The users can move one piece at a time (horizontally, vertically and/or in diago-
nal). The Virtual Chess application does not take into account the game rules. All that 
the users can do are to pick a piece, move it to a new position and drop it. If a piece 
is dropped in the middle of two squares it is automatically moved to the closest 
square. Users cannot move pieces outside the chessboard but they can move pieces to 
a square occupied by another chessman. 

In a real chess game, the movement of the pieces over the game board is performed 
with the hand. This has leaded to the implementation of the virtual hand interaction 
technique which represents the pointer position by a virtual 3D hand as shown in Fig. 
2. Visual feedback is given by automatically suspending the selected piece over the 
chessboard and changing its colour (from grey or white to red).  

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.a show the chessboard in the perspective view mode while Fig. 
3.b shows it in the top view mode (2D view). 

                                                           
1 5DT from Fifth Dimension Technologies (http://www.5dt.com/) 
2 Flocks of Birds from Ascension Technology (http://www.ascension-tech.com/) 
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Fig. 2. User interaction using direct manipulation (virtual hand technique) with visual feedback. 
From left to right: picking, moving and dropping a chessman. 

(a)  (b)  

Fig. 3. View modes: (a) perspective view; (b) top view 

4   Modelling the Virtual Chess with the ICO Formalism 

As for other interactive systems, the modelling of VR applications must describe the 
behaviour of input and output devices, the general dialogue between the user and the 
application and the logical interaction provided by the interaction technique. Thus, 
modelling the Virtual Chess application was accomplished following steps 1 to 5 of 
the modified architecture Arch (the original architecture may be found in [2]) pre-
sented in Fig. 4. This model is useful for representing the various architectural com-
ponents of an interactive application and the relationships between them. However, as 
the considered application is mainly interactive the left hand side of the Arch is not 
relevant. Section 4.1 discusses the modelling of steps 1 and 2, covering the treatment 
of low-level events and logical events from input devices. Section 4.2 describes the 
dialogue modelling of the Virtual Chess while Section 4.3 discusses the modelling of 
logical and concrete rendering. 

 

Fig. 4. The modified Arch architecture 
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4.1   Input Devices Modelling  

The behaviour of our application is based on three main logical events: pick(p), 
move(p) and drop(p), where p represents the piece being manipulated. In this section 
we present the different models which describe the way of physical inputs (actions 
performed by users on input devices) are treated in order to be used as logical events 
by the dialogue controller. At this point, we need one ICO model for each input de-
vice. Fig. 5, Fig. 6, and Fig. 7 present the ICO models describing the behaviour of the 
mouse, the coupling of motion captor and data glove and the keyboard, respectively. 

When using a mouse, these so-called logical events are represented as a composi-
tion of the low-level events move(x,y) and click(x,y), which are triggered by the physi-
cal mouse. Each time the user moves the mouse, a move(x,y) event is triggered and 
captured in the ICO by means of the Move service. A service is associated to one or 
more transitions having similar names in the ICO model; for example, in Fig. 5 the 
service Move is associated to the transitions Move_1 and Move_2. Whatever the ac-
tual system state, a mouse’s move action triggers a move(x,y) event causing a transi-
tion in the model.  

 

Fig. 5. Logical level behaviour for the Mouse 

The logical events pick(p) and drop(p) are associated to the low-level event 
click(x,y) that is triggered by the physical mouse. The events pick(p) and drop(p) are 
determined by the sequence of low-level events (the first click(x,y) implies a pick(p), 
the second click(x,y) implies a drop(p), the third implies a pick(x,y), and so on). The 
incoming events the such as low events click(x,y) and move(x,y) are described by the 
Activation Function presented in Table 1.a while the triggered events are described by 
the Event Production Function presented in Table 1.b.  Table 1.a and Table 1.b  com-
plete the model by showing the events activating the Petri Net presented in Fig. 5 and 
the events triggered to other models and/or devices. 

Table 1. Event producer-consumer functions as described in Fig. 5. 

a) Activation Function  b) Event Production Function 

Event Emitter Interaction object Event Service  Transition Event produced 
Mouse None move(x,y) Move  Move_1 move(p) 
Mouse None click(x,y) Click  Move_2 move(p) 
     Clic_1 pick(p) 
  Clic_2 drop(p) 
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Figure 6 presents how the events pick(p), move(p) and drop(p) are produced when 
using the pair data glove and motion captor. Every time an event idle() is triggered, it 
enables the transition init to capture the current fingers’ flexion from the data glove 
and the spatial hand’s position from the motion captor. The information concerning to 
the flexion of the fingers and the position of the hand are stored on variables g and p, 
respectively. The event idle is produced in the internal loop implemented by graphic 
libraries, such as OpenGL, which was used to implement the Virtual Chess. The tran-
sitions pick, notPick, drop and notDrop compare the current and previous positions 
(which is given by the token from the place last). If the current position is different 
from the previous one, and the hand is opened, the system triggers an event drop(p) in 
the current hand position. If the hand is closed and its position is different from the 
previous one, then the system triggers an event move(p).  

 

Fig. 6. Low-level behaviour (pick, move and drop) when using a data glove combined with a 
motion captor 

Table 2 presents the list of incoming and triggered events in the model described in 
Fig. 6. In this model, the data sent back by the data glove and the motion captor can 
only be individually identified when comparing the current and the previous position. 

Table 2. Event production-consumption functions as described in Fig. 6 

a) Activation Function  b) Event Production Function 

Event Emitter Interaction object Event Service  Transition Event produced 
OpenGL loop None idle init  drop drop(p) 
     pick pick(p) 
  move move(p) 
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The role of the keyboard is to allow the users to choose the visualization mode 
(perspective or top view). The model that describes the keyboard behaviour is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. There are only two states available, each one corresponding to one of 
the pre-defined view modes (perspective or up). The incoming events in ICO for the 
keyboard are presented in Table 3; this modelling does not trigger any event. 

 

Fig. 7. Logical level modelling of the keyboard 

Table 3. Activation Function as described in Fig. 7 

Event Emitter Interaction object Event Service 
Keyboard None keyPressed(0) View0 
Keyboard None keyPressed(1) View1 

4.2   Dialogue Modelling 

Independent from the input device employed (mouse or data glove and motion  
captor), the dialogue controller will receive the same events pick(p), drop(p) and  
 

 

Fig. 8. Dialogue controller modelling 
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Table 4. Activation Function as described in Fig. 8 

Event Emitter Interaction object Event Service 
Chess piece p move(p) Move 
Chess piece p pick(p) Pick 

Low-level events from 
mouse or the pair data 
glove plus motion captor Chess piece p drop(p) Drop 

move(p). As represented in Fig. 8, when an event pick(p) occurs (in the transition 
Pick_1) the square cell c corresponding to the position of the piece p is captured. If an 
event pick(p) occurs and the place stock contains a reference to square c, then the user 
can move the corresponding piece p (using the transition Move_2) or drop it (using 
the transition Drop_1). Otherwise, the user can just move the hand over the chess-
board for a while and then the system return to the initial state. This behaviour is also 
presented in Table 4. 

4.3   Rendering and Interaction Technique Modelling 

In this section we introduce the extensions to ICO formalism related to the rendering 
events. We include rendering events in the modelling whenever a change in the state 
of the system modifies something in the graphical display. We represent this by 
means of the Rendering Function. Table 5 describes the Rendering Function associ-
ated to the behaviour of the keyboard when selecting the visualization mode (see Fig. 
7) and Table 6 presents the Rendering Function associated to the behaviour described 
in Fig. 8 for the dialogue controller. In these examples, the rendering events are trig-
gered when entering into a place (a token-enter event) or leaving a place (a token-out 
event). 

Table 5. Rendering Function associated to the keyboard modelling as described in Fig. 7 

Place Event Rendering event 
perspective token-enter view(0) 
up token-enter view(1) 

Table 6. Rendering functions associated to the behaviour described in Fig. 8. 

Place Event Rendering event 
idle token-enter paintOpen(x,y) 
picked token-enter paintClose(x,y,pi) 
notPicked token-enter paintClose(x,y,null) 

token-enter table(pi,c) stock 
token-out hand(pi,c) 

The rendering events are comparable to other events except by the fact that they 
also notify the high-level ICO objects about changes in the presentation. This kind of 
events delegation to high-level ICO objects is required because we do not have all the 
information concerning to the rendering at the level where the input events were origi-
nally triggered.  
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Fig. 9. General behaviour for the rendering 

In order to provide a general understanding of how rendering events affect the 
graphical presentation, Fig. 9 presents another ICO model which describes how the 
Virtual Chess makes the fusion of events coming from other lower-level ICO models 
(describing the keyboard’s behaviour as well as the mouse and/or the data glove and 
motion captor’s behaviour).  

Table 7 presents the activation function for the ICO model presented in Fig. 9.  We 
can notice that the incoming events for that model correspond to rendering events 
triggered in lower level ICO models (i.e. keyboard and dialogue controller). 

Table 7. Activation Function as described in Fig. 9 

Event Emitter Interaction objects Events Services 
None view(0) View Low-level events from 

Fig. 7 (keyboard) None view(1) View 
None paintOpen(x,y) PaintOpen 
None paintClose(x,y,pi) PaintClose 
None paintClose(x,y,null) PaintClose 
None table(pi,c) Table 

Low-level events from 
Fig. 8 (dialogue con-
troller) 

None hand(pi,c) Hand 

In Fig. 9, the incoming events are fused and translated into classical methods calls 
to the Virtual Chess application. In this example, each place and each transition is 
associated to a particular rendering (see Table 8 For example, when entering the place 
movingOpenHand the system calls the method for showing the open hand at the 
 

Table 8. Rendering functions associated to the model presented in Fig. 9 

a) Rendering triggered over places  b) Rendering triggered over transitions 
Place Event Rendering  Transition Rendering 
movingOpenHand Token-enter paintOpenHand(v,p)  View_1 changeView(v) 
movingCloseHand Token-enter paintCloseHand(v,p,pi)  View_2 changeView(v) 
    PaintOpen paintOpenHand(v,p) 
    PaintClose paintCloseHand(v,p,pi) 
    Table paintPiece(pi,c) 
    Hand deletePiece(pi) 
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position of piece p, while entering place movingCloseHand will cause the system 
calls for the method showing the closed hand hanging piece p (or null, if no piece was 
previously selected) at the p position (see Table 8.a). Similarly, when a transition is 
fired, the system calls the corresponding rendering method (see Table 8.b). 

4.4   Dealing with Changes  

In our case study, the physical rendering is done by means of a single 3D visualiza-
tion display. However, we can easily extend our model to work with several output 
devices at a time just by replacing the method calls presented in Table 8 by other 
rendering methods (causing the fission of events) or other events captured by another 
ICO model describing output devices (in this case, one ICO model is required for 
each device). More information about the modelling of multimodal application using 
ICO formalism and how models can be interactively modified is available in the fol-
lowing papers [17, 3].  

5   Discussion and Related Work  

There are two main issues concerning the modelling of the VR applications: the use 
of a notation able to represent VR issues and the use of different devices. On one 
hand, we have extended the ICO notation in order to support the modelling of multi-
modal aspects such as fusion of several inputs, complex rendering outputs and 3D 
scenes. On the other hand, we have evaluated how changing input devices might re-
quire changes in the modelling and that ICO formalism makes these changes local to 
the concerned model thus lighten the burden of the designers. 

Interaction in virtual environment or, more generally, 3D interaction can not be de-
scribed using 'conventional' notations for interactive systems due to the inherent con-
tinuous aspect of information and devices manipulated in virtual reality applications. 
Actually, virtual environments are hybrid systems, and researchers in this field tried 
to extend their formalism to cope with a combination of discrete and continuous com-
ponents [21]. Flownet [20, 21] is a notation to specify virtual environments interac-
tion techniques using Petri Nets as the basis for modelling the discrete behaviour and 
elements from a notation for dynamics systems to model the continuous data flow in 
3D interaction [25]. The same authors also proposed another formalism [21] so called 
HyNet (Hybrid High-level Petri Nets), that allows the description of hybrid interfaces 
by means of a graphical notation to define discrete and continuous concurrent behav-
iours, the availability of object oriented concepts and the high-level hierarchical de-
scription to specify complex systems. Jacob et al. [19] developed another visual hy-
brid formalism to describe interaction on VE. This formalism results in more compact 
specifications than HyNet, but the use of separate notations for the discrete and con-
tinuous parts makes the comprehension more difficult. More recently, Latoschik [14] 
introduced tATN (temporal Augmented Transition Network) as a mean to integrate 
and evaluate information in multimodal virtual reality interaction considering the use 
of speech and gesture in a VR application, and Dubois et al. [11] have proposed the 
ASUR notation to describe augmented reality systems in high-level.  
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The current paper does not address the issue of continuity because, even though the 
interaction and visualisation can be seen, at a higher level of abstraction, as continu-
ous, when it comes to low level modelling the events produced and processed are 
always dealt with in a discrete manner. Indeed, both in the modelling and execution 
phases the explicit representation of continuous aspects was not needed. 

VR applications and Multimodal systems have many aspects in common, such as 
parallelism of actions, actions sequencing or synchronization, fusion of information 
gathered through different devices to the combination or separation of information to 
be directed to different devices. In fact, description techniques devoted to the  
modelling of VR applications are similar to those employed to model multimodal  
applications.  

As far as multimodal interaction is concerned, several proposals have been made in 
order to address the specific issue of formally describing various elements such as 
fusion and fission engines. For instance work from Hinckley [13] proposes the use of 
colored Petri nets for modelling two handed interaction by extending Buxton's work 
on Augmented Transition Networks [8]. Other work, based on process algebra such as 
CSP [ 22], Van Schooten [24] or LOTOS [ 10] have addressed (but only at a high level 
of abstraction) multimodal interactive systems modelling.  

However, none of the approaches mentioned above are able to define a clear link 
between application and interaction. Besides, most of them do not have a precise 
semantics of the extensions proposed while the ICO formalism provides both a formal 
definition and a denotational semantics for each new construct (see the web site 
http://liihs.irit.fr/palanque/ICOs.htm). Last but not least, none of the approaches 
above are executable, i.e. provide a precise enough modelling power to allow for 
execution. This may not be a problem, as modelling can also be used for reasoning 
about the models, for instance in order to check whether or not some properties are 
valid on the models.  

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we have presented new extensions for the ICO in order to deal with 
complex rendering output as requested in VR applications. The ICO formalism has 
been previously extended and presented in [3, 17] to deal with the modelling of mul-
timodal issues in interactive-system (e.g. event-based communication, temporal mod-
elling and structuring mechanism based on transducers in order to deal with low level 
and higher lever events).  

This paper has proposed a multi-level modelling approach for dealing with all the 
behavioural aspects of multimodal immersive interactive applications. We have 
shown how to deal with these issues from the very low level of input devices model-
ling, to the higher level of dialogue model for a 3D application. We presented how 
models can be gracefully modified in order to accommodate changes in the input 
devices and also in the interaction technique for such applications. Though relatively 
simple, the case study presented in the paper is complex enough to present in details 
all the aspects raised by the modelling of VR immersive applications and how the 
ICO formalism has been extended to tackle them.  
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This paper belongs to a long more ambitious research project dealing with the 
modelling of interactive applications in the field of safety critical application domains 
such as satellite control operation rooms and cockpits of military aircrafts. For these 
reasons the ICO formalism has been extended several times in order to address the 
specificities of such real time interactive applications.  
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